In their seminal work, Gale and Shapley (1962) presented the deferred acceptance algorithm (DAA), an algorithm that has subsequently motivated a large literature on mechanism design in two-sided matching markets. When utilizing this algorithm, two groups of market participants-call them students and schools-both submit their preferences over potential matches to a neutral intermediary. In each step of the algorithm, students are assigned to the most preferred school that has yet to reject them. Each school then assesses if it has admitted more students than its quota; if it has, it rejects its least preferred matched students until the quota is no longer violated. The algorithm iterates until all students have either been matched or been rejected from all ranked schools.
By applying this procedure, a market designer may avoid a common problem faced in matching markets: strategic misrepresentation of preferences. In many matching environments, ranking match partners in order of their desirability can be suboptimal. A sensible student might worry that all seats at an attainable school could be filled in the time spent being considered by more desirable, but unattainable, programs. These concerns are not present in the DAA. As established in Dubins and Freedman (1981) and Roth (1982) , the DAA is strategy-proof: truthful preference reporting is a weakly dominant strategy for students. This feature is commonly viewed as especially appealing in the student-to-school matching setting, as it avoids the punishment of students who sincerely report their preferences without regard to strategic incentives.
Despite this desirable theoretical property, misrepresentation of preferences appears to persist in the DAA. Lab experiments commonly reveal a sizable fraction of students making mistakes-that is, pursuing the dominated strategy of misrepresenting their preferences (see, e.g., Chen and Sönmez 2006; Pais and Pintér 2008; Calsamiglia, Haeringer, and Klijn 2010; Klijn, Pais, and Vorsatz 2013; and Featherstone and Niederle 2016) . Outside of the lab, attempts at futile strategic misrepresentation are seen in both the Israeli Psychology match (Hassidim, Romm, and Shorrer 2016) and in the US Medical Residency Match (Rees-Jones 2016).
How might a market designer evaluate the consequences of these mistakes? While a large literature has emerged to provide a theoretical framework for assessing the outcomes that the DAA generates, this literature is built on the premise of optimal play. Little guidance currently exists on the consequences of relaxing this assumption. By definition, mistakes harm those who make them. However, the broader impact of these mistakes to aggregate social welfare remains an open question.
In this paper, I discuss the implications of these mistakes for positive assortative matching (PAM)-that is, the ability of the matching mechanism to sort the best students to the best schools. I demonstrate that, when student quality is imperfectly observed, the presence of these mistakes can facilitate PAM. In cases where PAM is socially valued, the welfare impact of mistakes can be critically determined by the signal of student quality that mistakes convey. Welfare losses can be severe if mistakes are most common among the best students. However, the presence of mistakes can be dramatically welfare-enhancing if mistakes are most common among the worst students. I proceed by presenting a simple example to build intuitions, and then by presenting a simulation study that calibrates the quantitative effects. I conclude by discussing the currently available field evidence on these mistakes' signal of student quality, and by highlighting other relevant welfare considerations that I have abstracted from in this argument-perhaps most importantly, fairness and equity concerns.
I. A Simple Example
To illustrate the potential for preference misrepresentation to facilitate PAM, let us begin with the simplest possible example. Consider a case where the market designer must match two students (A and B) to two schools (1 and 2). School 1 is better than school 2-a feature that is common knowledge-and both schools have a single position available. Student A is better than student B; however, this feature is not common knowledge. Instead, schools receive an imperfect signal of student ability, like those that are generated from standardized tests, grades, or letters of recommendation. Both schools receive the same signal and use it to determine their preferences over students. This signal correctly rank-orders the students with probability p .
In this exercise, matching A to 1 and B to 2 will be called the positive assortative match (denoted M * ), and is assumed to be preferable to matching A to 2 and B to 1. We will proceed by characterizing how the probability of achieving M * varies depending on the reporting patterns of students. To begin, Table 1 reports the final match that will be realized depending on the signal the schools have received and the rank-orders submitted by the two students. Cases in which M * is achieved are boxed. In the case where the schools receive a correct signal about student quality, and thus submit the rank order A ≻ B , notice that the presence of misrepresentation can only disrupt the match outcome. When both students submit their true preference ordering, M * is achieved. However, if student A misrepresents his preference ordering, his request to match to school 2 will be granted and M * is not achieved. In the case where the schools receive an incorrect signal about student quality, and thus submit the rank order B ≻ A , notice that the presence of misrepresentation can only improve the match outcome. When both students submit their true preference ordering, student B is erroneously given priority over student A due to the high signal of ability, and thus student B is matched to school 1. This outcome may only be avoided in the case where student B subsequently misrepresents his preferences.
Following this logic, the consequences of misunderstanding will be determined by the probability that the school's initial ranking was correct ( p ) as well as the relative propensity of both student A and student B to misrepresent their preferences (denoted ℓ A and ℓ B ). It can be quickly verified that the probability of achieving M * is determined by the equation
Absent misrepresentation, the probability of M * is simply p, the probability that the schools correctly rank the students. Compared to this 
) is improved if and only if
These calculations illustrate the considerations that determine the link between preference misrepresentation and PAM. If preference misrepresentation is sufficiently associated with student quality-i.e., if bad students are sufficiently more likely to misrepresent their preferences-then the presence of misrepresentation can improve PAM, and thus social welfare in environments where PAM is valued. The necessary degree of association is determined by the strength of the other signals that the schools receive. Given an uninformative signal of student quality (
, the presence of misrepresentation is helpful so long as ℓ 2 > ℓ 1 . As schools' signal of quality becomes more discerning, the relative propensity of the low-quality student to misrepresent must grow for the presence of misrepresentation to be socially valued.
II. Effect Sizes in Simulated Markets
To illustrate the potential for quantitatively important interactions between misrepresentation and PAM, I conduct a simulation exercise while varying features of these elements.
In these simulations, I match 100 students to 10 schools, each with a quota of 10 students. Schools are indexed by i , with school quality expressed on the unit interval as q i = 11 − i ____ 10 . Students observe school quality, and prefer programs with higher quality values. Schools similarly attempt to form their preferences according to a ranking of student quality, where the true quality measure of student j is q j = 101 − j ____ 100 . However, schools only receive an imprecise signal of student quality, and rank students according to that signal.
Across three regimes, I model misrepresentation as pursued either by the highest quality students, by the lowest quality students, or by students selected at random. These regimes span the range of the potential for misrepresentation to signal student quality, and thus comparisons across these regimes may illustrate how the welfare effects of a given level of misrepresentation may vary depending on different assumptions on that parameter.
For each "percentage misrepresenting preferences" of the set {0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} , and for each of the three regimes associating misrepresentation to student quality, I simulate the market 10,000 times. Across all combinations, this results in 180,000 simulated markets.
The effects of misrepresentation on PAM are summarized in Figure 1 , which plots the average quality of students matched to each school under the differing assumptions described above. For comparison, the dashed lines illustrate the maximal amount of PAM possible, as would be achieved with optimal behavior and perfect observation of student quality. Examining panel A, we confirm a similar intuition as was seen in the simple example: when misrepresentation signals low student quality, its presence in the market facilitates PAM. As seen in the figure, the inclusion of progressively more misrepresentation in this market leads to better quality students being matched to better quality schools. In contrast, when misrepresentation is made at random, and is thus unassociated with student quality, it harms PAM: higher rates of misrepresentation lead to lower student quality at the best schools and higher student quality at the worst. A similar, but substantially more quantitatively pronounced, pattern is observed when misrepresentation is pursued by the best students.
To assess how these effects might translate into social welfare calculations, I estimate a social welfare function over final pairings achieved. I assume that W = ∑ matched(i, j) q i ⋅ q j -a specification that inherently values PAMthen normalize W by its average value when misrepresentation is not present. In Figure 2 , I plot how social welfare evolves as increasing percentages of students misrepresent their preferences. To ease interpretation, I additionally demarcate the welfare values associated with two policy experiments. The higher (lower) dashed line delineates the average welfare associated with a 10 percent increase (decrease) in all program quotas when misrepresentation is not present. Welfare effects of these magnitudes may sensibly be considered large in most applications.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the welfare effect of a given level of misrepresentation varies substantially depending on the assumed relationship between misrepresentation and student quality. When mistakes are pursued by the lowest quality students, welfare of the market is improved-dramatically so when misrepresentation is prevalent. When mistakes are pursued by the highest quality students, welfare of the market is hindered-again, dramatically so when misrepresentation is prevalent. When misrepresentation is unassociated with student quality, the net impact is negative, although the quantitative importance is relatively minor compared to other regimes.
In summary, holding fixed a level of misrepresentation, different assumptions on the association between that misrepresentation and student quality will dramatically change welfare conclusions.
III. Discussion
Whether misrepresentation in the DAA helps or hinders PAM remains an open question, and critically depends on the signal value inherent in observing these mistakes. Few would insist that the best first-graders must be sophisticated game theorists. However, among the psychology and medical student populations studied in Hassidim, Romm, and Shorrer (2016) and Rees-Jones (2016) , better students appear to be less likely to make mistakes. These results are tempered by Guillen and Hakimov's (2016) finding that optimal play in the closely related top trading cycle mechanism is more influenced by the provision of advice on optimal play than by assistance in understanding the algorithm-a finding that suggests a more limited potential for mistakes to serve as a signal. As this literature progresses, continued attempts to measure this association in the various contexts to which the DAA is applied will prove necessary. While this paper is motivated by a desire to better understand the full welfare evaluation of mistakes, I caution the reader that I have focused attention on only a single element of welfare, and have made significant simplifying assumptions to clearly isolate PAM effects. My examples abstract from heterogeneity either in student's evaluations of schools or in schools' evaluation of students. I assume that schools do not differ in their ability to rank student quality, and do not deviate from truthful reporting themselves. I impose strong assumptions on the manner in which students misrepresent their preferences-a crucial component of these models that, like the association of mistakes with student quality, requires more measurement. Finally, I abstract entirely from considerations of fairness or equity. The abandonment of non-strategy-proof algorithms is often partially motivated by concerns that low-income or otherwise-disadvantaged students received little, or bad, guidance on optimal play. If suboptimal play persists in the DAA, similar concerns remain. All of these considerations merit careful evaluation in a complete welfare analysis of these markets.
As concerns of mistaken play persist, I encourage theoretical attention to these issues. However, until the relevant components have been measured and integrated into more complete welfare analysis, attempts to "nudge" in this environment must be pursued with caution; as demonstrated here, a well-intentioned nudge could be significantly socially harmful.
